
1100 Snowmen

Kids’ Activity Gu ide
100 Snowmen is a mathematically rhyming story  
that uses whimsically illustrated snowmen and 
couplets to engage your child in math. In 100 
Snowmen, couplets link two parts of a mathematical 
word problem. Each couplet is followed by the actual 
math problem. Each paired couplet has a different 
amount of snowmen to add up from the lowest sum 
of three to the highest of nineteen. Your child will 
count a variety of snowmen, from sledding snowmen 
to snowmen playing hide and seek. The grand !nale 
of the book features all one hundred snowmen and 
the math equation adding them all together.

100 Snowmen provides a unique approach to 
teaching your child about counting, addition, and 
subtraction. In addition to math lessons, the use of 
couplets in 100 Snowmen provides a platform for 
lessons on both rhyming and poetry. Your child will 
explore creating their own rhyming couplets and 
math problems. You can use 100 Snowmen as an 
introduction to basic mathematical equations,  
word problems, and poetry/rhyming.

 Pr er eading Questions
1. What is snow?

2. Where does snow come from?

3. Have you ever made a snowman?

4. How do you make a snowman?

5. What is addition?

6. Can you count to one hundred?  
By tens? By !ves?

7. What is a rhyme? 

8. What is a poem?

9. What is a couplet?

10. What is an equation?

The questions above will set the stage for reading 
100 Snowmen and introduce your child to some of 
the concepts in the book. 

Prer eading Word Pr oblem Activi ty:
Prepare your child to read 100 Snowmen by 
showing them how to translate word problems into 
simple written math equations. Give your child the 
handout on page 2 and go over the example with 
them. Allow your child to complete the rest of the 
handout on their own or with your help.

R hyming C o uplet Activi ty:
A couplet is two lines of verse that follow in order 
and are the same length. Most couplets include  
a rhyme. Your child will create couplets of their 
own using the !rst line of each couplet from 100 
Snowmen as a guide. This activity should be a 
follow-up to reading the book to help your child 
understand how couplets work. Guide your child  
in !lling in the chart below with words that rhyme 
with the last word of the couplet. After !lling out 
the chart have them make sentences completing 
the couplet with one of their rhyming words. 
Encourage your child to look at 100 Snowmen for 
inspiration in completing the couplets. Wrap up  
the activity by re-reading the book and letting your 
child take turns completing the book’s sonnets with 
their own second line.
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Prer eading Word Pr oblem Activi ty:

Word Problem Equation

Isabelle got 2 dolls for her 
birthday. She already had 5 dolls. 
How many does she have now? 2 + 5 = 7
Chase picked 6 blue "owers and 
7 red "owers. How many "owers 
did he pick? 

Haley caught 3 !sh and Brantley 
caught 10 !sh. How many !sh 
did they catch in total?

There are 12 boys and 3 girls  
in Mrs. Olson’s class. How many  
kids are in the class altogether?

Liam has 1 pencil. Gabe has 4. 
How many do they have in total?

Giacamo has 11 books. Caroline 
has 8. How many books do they 
have combined?

Matthew has 13 cups. Alaina has 
5. How many cups do they have 
altogether?

w
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R hyming C o uplet Activi ty:

Line 1 from 100 
Snowmen couplet:

Words That  
Rhyme With…

One lonely snowman has a 
carrot nose.

nose:

Three more snowmen count 
the stars at night.

night:

Five more snowmen sledding 
down the hill.

hill:

Seven more snowmen make a 
snowshoe track.

track:

Nine more snowmen skip and 
laugh and play.

play:

Nine more snowmen like to 
have a race.

race:

Seven more snowmen try on 
hats and mittens.

mittens:

Five more snowmen skate on 
silver ice.

ice:

Three more snowmen playing 
hide-and-seek.

seek:

One last snowman calls out to 
his friends then.

then:
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Addi t ion Couplet/Equati on   
Wri t ing Activi ty:

Your child will create their own original couplet/
equation story using original artwork and their 
own topics. After completing the above lessons  
and reading the book, your child will be ready to 
apply what he/she has learned. 100 Snowmen will 
be an excellent source of inspiration and guidance 
as your child prepares to create their own story.

Materials:
Construction paper or poster board

Markers, crayons, or colored pencils

Various art supplies

Your child will create their own !ve-to-six couplet 
story. He/she should refer back to 100 Snowmen 
when creating their math couplets. 

Give your child several sample prompts to get 
started.

Two _________ were "ying in the sky. _____ more 
joined them to learn how to "y.

Your child will draw pictures of each line/couplet 
combination and create an equation for each 
couplet. On the last page, just like in 100 Snowmen, 
they will add up all of the equations in one super 
equation!

Crea ting Snowmen Activi ty:
You and your child will make craft snowmen. Using 
cups and popsicle sticks and decorate them with 
craft materials.

Materials:
Popsicle sticks

Construction paper

A Dixie cup

Crayons, markers, and colored pencils

Cotton balls 

Glue

Additional craft supplies for decoration

Building Snowmen:
1. On the construction paper, trace two circles 

using a Dixie cup. The bottom of the cup for 
the head of the snowman and the top for the 
body of the snowman.

2. Have your child attach one small circle and one 
large circle to each popsicle stick using glue. 

3. Decorate the snowmen using the art supplies 
and cotton balls and !nish by writing their 
name on the back of each of their snowmen. 
Place them in a safe place to let the glue dry.

100 Snowmen
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100 Snowmen Addi t ion and Subt ract i on Activi ty:
Add or subtract the snowmen and !ll in the correct number on the right.
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100 Snowmen Connect t he Do ts Ac t ivi ty:
Connect the dots and build your very own snowman.
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100 Snowmen Coloring Page
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This guide was created by Chris Valcarcel, Educational 
Consultant, and Jennifer Messinger, Graphic Designer

Do you have questions or feedback for Amazon 
Children’s Publishing? Email us at:  
acp-institutional-feedback@amazon.com

Free Common Core Educator Guide also available on 
Amazon.com.

http://www.amazon.com/100-Snowmen-Jennifer-Arena-ebook/dp/B00C7XTOQY

